List of Subdelegated Classifications

Persons in the following payroll classifications are nontenure-track and authority for their appointments/renewals will be subdelegated to the deans/vice presidents:

Faculty (Clinical)¹
  Instructor (Clinical)
  Assistant Professor (Clinical)
  Associate Professor (Clinical)
  Professor (Clinical)—renewals only

Faculty (Research)
  Instructor (Research)
  Assistant Professor (Research)
  Associate Professor (Research)
  Professor (Research)—renewals only

Lecturer²

Senior Lecturer²

Visiting Faculty
  Visiting Instructor
  Visiting Assistant Professor
  Visiting Associate Professor
  Visiting Professor

Voluntary Faculty
  Adjunct
  Clinical
  Full-Time Affiliate
  Part-time Faculty

Research Assistant

Research Associate
Research Scientist

Senior Research Scientist

Academic Staff Managerial Positions
Associate Chair (renewals only)
Assistant Chair (renewals only)
Associate Director (Academic) (renewals only)
Assistant Director (Academic) (renewals only)

In addition, any faculty or academic staff members whose appointments/renewals are conditioned on subsidy, or are fractional-time,\(^3\) are considered to be nontenure-track and their appointments/renewals also will be subdelegated to the deans/vice presidents. This subdelegation includes:

- Subsidy-conditioned and/or Fractional-time Instructor
- Subsidy-conditioned and/or Fractional-time Assistant Professor
- Subsidy-conditioned and/or Fractional-time Associate Professor
- Subsidy-conditioned and/or Fractional-time Academic Staff
- Subsidy-conditioned and/or Fractional-time Professor—renewals only

The Provost’s approval will be required to change the terms of an appointment/renewal from nontenure track to tenure track, or vice versa.

Not included in the subdelegation listing are:

- Tenure-track Assistant Professor
- Tenure-track (or Tenured) Associate Professor
- Tenure-track (or Tenured) Professor
- Tenure-track Academic Staff
- Subsidy-conditioned/Fractional-time Professor—appointment only
- Instructor (nonsubsidy and full-time)
- Professor (Research)—appointment only
- Professor (Clinical)—appointment only

\(^1\)Limited to those schools/colleges specified in the AAUP-AFT contract.

\(^2\)One-year renewals after three years of service require the approval of the Provost, as specified in the AAUP-AFT contract.

\(^3\)Except as provided under the AAUP-AFT contract.